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Metamark M-PPF® is a range of professional paint protection films. 

Following the correct aftercare and handling guidelines is important to 
ensure long-term, trouble-free protection of the vehicle, and 
performance of the films.

For more information visit www.metamark.co.uk/m-ppf or 
www.m-ppf.com



M-PPF® is a registered trademark of Metamark UK Limited.
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Hand wash only, with a pH neutral shampoo. 
Do not pressure wash. Do not put through automated   
       car washes, as may risk damage to the film.
Remove stains as soon as possible. Use isopropyl 
       alcohol to remove stubborn stains. Avoid cleaning the 
       film in direct sunlight or in high temperatures.
Dirt, debris, bird droppings and stains left on the film 
       may discolour the film if not removed immediately,
       which may be more noticeable on light coloured cars. 
Do not use chemical cleaners on the film.
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Metamark M-PPF® films are self-healing. Light 
       scratches will heal under warm conditions, or by
       use of hot water, or gently warming the film. 
Deep scratches cannot be healed when they have 
       penetrated the top coated layer. 
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Test all waxes or after-market sealants as not all    
       products are compatible with top coated M-PPF® films. 
The hydrophobic top coat may interfere with the 
       application of waxes or other coatings.
Use of a professional detailer can enhance the finish.
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M-PPF® films will remove cleanly.
Gently warm the film to make removal easier.
Any adhesive residue can be removed with Metamark 
       Adhesive Remover.
Dispose of responsibly. The product is non-recyclable.

The above data is given in good faith to provide an indication of the performance of the product. Purchasers should consider the suitability of each 
product for its intended use and the purchaser assumes all risks in connection with such use. Seller shall not be liable for damages in excess of the 
purchase price of the product nor for incidental nor consequential loss.


